
Make Digital Your 
Competitive Advantage
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Deliver better experiences powered by your apps, data and content

With offerings that span a cloud-native app dev platform, web content management and customer journey 
analysis, UI/UX tools, data connectivity, secure file transfer, automated decisioning, the OpenEdge platform and 
more, Progress will help you make digital your competitive advantage.

Progress serves customers across the globe, including thousands of ISVs that build their business application 
offerings on Progress and tens of thousands of organizations that use Progress to build their own mission-
critical applications. 

The Full Stack for Digital Experiences

Management
and Monitoring

Native Apps

Frontend tools to design 
and build adaptive user 
experiences

Cloud services including 
robust backend services, 
machine learning, busi-
ness rules and content

Universal connectivity 
that makes all data and 
files securely accessible 
and usable

Adaptive 
Experience

Cognitive
Cloud

Connected 
Data

Serverless Cloud 
Platform

Intelligence 
as a Service

Rules as a 
Service

Content as a 
Service

Mission-Critical 
App Platform

Responsive Web PWA Conversational

Wearables Chatbots AR / VR Emerging Channels

Systems of Record Big Data Internet of Things Files and Reports

Data Connectivity and Integration / Secure File Transfer

Mobile Web
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About Progress 

Progress creates leading platforms for developing strategic business applications. Progress offers powerful tools for building 
adaptive user experiences across any touchpoint, a cloud-native app dev platform to deliver modern apps, leading data connectivity 
technology, web content management, business rules, secure file transfer, network monitoring and machine learning. Over 1,700 
independent software vendors, 100,000 enterprise customers and two million developers rely on Progress. 

Kendo UI Hybrid Data Pipeline

MOVEit

Telerik UI for Xamarin

WhatsUp Gold

Test Studio
Pre-Built Connectors

Kinvey

DataRPM

Corticon

Sitefinity

OpenEdge Platform 

Sitefinity CloudNativeChat

Telerik
Autonomous REST 
Connector

Unite UX OpenAccess SDK

Custom Built Connectors

Build better apps faster with 
JavaScript and HTML5 UI widgets 
for responsive web and data 
visualization.

Access any cloud or on-premise 
data using a self-hostable hybrid 
connectivity solution.

Transfer data securely, assure 
compliance and easily automate 
transfers while controlling user 
access.

Use Telerik UI for Xamarin to 
create high performance native 
iOS and Android apps with sleek 
UI.

Find and fix network problems 
fast by monitoring your entire IT 
infrastructure (physical, virtual, 
cloud, applications and more).

Automate UI, load and 
performance testing for web, 
desktop and mobile.

Connect cloud and on-premise 
data with solutions across 
Relational, NoSQL, Big Data and 
SaaS data sources.

Deliver mobile and web 
experiences faster using open 
source frameworks and a low-
code backend that accelerates 
existing enterprise and legacy 
systems.

Automate machine learning and 
gain control over the torrent of 
data coming from every business 
asset to make more profitable 
business decisions.

Simplify the management of 
complex regulatory and business 
requirements by empowering 
the business user to automate 
decisions — without coding.   

Build and manage personalized, 
omni-channel digital experiences, 
while shaping and analyzing 
every step of the customer 
journey. 

Deliver mission-critical apps with 
a high performance, agile, secure 
and scalable application platform.

Develop, run and manage 
secure, powerful digital 
experiences without having to 
build and maintain a complex 
infrastructure. 

Quickly build and deploy AI-
powered chatbots to automate 
tasks and information retrieval.

Enable your .NET Ninjas to 
build better apps faster with UI 
controls, reporting and developer 
productivity tools.

Seamlessly, codelessly connect 
REST API data sources to your BI 
application in minutes. 

Bridge the gap between UX design 
and development to ensure pixel-
perfect delivery without costly 
iterations.

Build a custom driver for any data 
source or API within days.

Work directly with Progress to 
scope, build and deploy the right 
solution for your data connectivity 
needs.

Web Content Management

Mission-Critical App Platform

UI/UX Tools DataDirect: Connectivity and Integration Network Monitoring

Secure Managed File Transfer

Native Apps

Cloud Native App Dev 

Cognitive Services

Automated Decisioning

Chatbot

1,700 + 
Partner ISVs

6m + 
Businesses

100,000 + 
Enterprises

2m + 
Developers

100s + 
Consumers


